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Christ is Raid, and the dark side is a bunch of cockroaches. “I command you to leave in the name of Jesus Christ.” The dark side are the best teachers we have; take your authority and you’ll be okay.

Are you traveling any time soon? If so, be sure to say these prayers and listen to part two from 3:00 to 5:00!

For information about the Band of Mercy and other members of God’s Spirit Community, click here!

Astrology and Birth Charts

- Edgar Cayce Association is a great place to look for star charts and other astrology related topics.
- With birth charts, the exact time, place, and date of your birth all factor into producing your unique birth chart
  - If you incarnate from the Light and you have a specific purpose, you can plan to be born under specific circumstances so that your birth chart matches with your goals
    - You also get the negative traits with the positive traits, so these may be things that you have to overcome

Incarnation

- When you reincarnate from the Light, you can often reincarnate with the same groups of people to learn lessons
- You can incarnate with souls you have problems with
- You can incarnate with your “twin soul”

Cellular Memory

- If you travel to a certain place where a trauma occurred in a past life, or reach a certain age when a trauma occurred, past life cellular memory trauma can be reactivated
- You should use kinesiology to get to the root of the issue, and tap it out as soon as possible!

Opening Up Your Abilities

- If you see angels, demons, spirits, energy, and/or aliens, know that they are real and that you’re seeing these things because you’re supposed to.
- Lower-level phenomenon (such as on paranormal shows) isn’t God- that’s earthbound spirits and demons.
- The Daily Lifting will keep you safe!
- There’s a lot of information out there, but a lot of it is misinformation and a lot of people who don’t know what they’re doing.
  - Kundalini yoga, for example, can be extremely dangerous when people don’t know what they’re doing.
- Get in touch with your guides!
- When you start using the information on a daily basis, you will open up! Using the names of God will raise your energy frequency!

Christ and the Demonic

- Remember to take your authority through Christ against the demonic
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- Christ is Raid, and the demonic are cockroaches. Spritz, spritz!
- The demonic will use people you care about to hurt you

Eggs and Bubbles
- Pink Bubbles of Love
  - If people are unpleasant or nasty towards you, put them in a pink bubble!
  - “I would please ask the Band of Mercy to put a pink bubble of love around (this person, with an address if you have it) in the name of Jesus Christ and I thank thee”, or visualize a bubblegum pink bubble around them.
    - It’ll make them happy and nice, and it lasts around 12 hours.
  - This is an extremely positive thing, particularly if someone just needs to be uplifted.
- Silver Mirrored Eggs as a Teacher
  - If someone is sending you directed negativity, you can put him or her in an egg that is mirrored on the inside, so that their negativity will reflect back upon themselves.
  - “I would please ask the Band of Mercy to place (name and address, if available) in a silver egg that is mirrored on the inside now, in the name of Jesus Christ and I thank thee.”
  - This is also good for about 12 hours
- For more information about bubbles and eggs, click here!

Negative Thought Forms (Part One, 35:00-44:00 and Part Two 0:00-3:00)
- We manifest constantly! Unfortunately, we manifest negativity more frequently than we manifest positivity. We are co-creators of our universes!
- Thoughts are things, and they can attach to people.
- Thought forms are in geometric shapes that are pretty colors.
- Native American shamans called manifested thought forms “tulpas”
- For more information about negative thought forms, including information on how to remove them, click here!

Poltergeists
- Spirits can partake in poltergeist activity, but teenagers can manifest kinetic energy to move things. This usually happens around age 13 and lasts around a year, but the activity is prevalent when the child is angry at a parent or something similar.

Soldiers
- Energies, ancient energies, and spirits can all attach and affect soldiers returning from war
- The daily lifting is absolutely invaluable for soldiers returning from war

Calling upon Angelics
- You must call upon the Archangel ___ and their legions
- There is a large amount of angels in the different legions, and they have authority to work under that Archangel so than many people in many different places can all get help at the same time.
- Angels can walk upon the Earth. They can either come as messengers, or they can be born in and have an entire life here.